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I, Govinda P. Acharya, Professor of Management from Nepal came across the Tarleton Integrated Resource

Project #56394 and felt that it is my ethical responsibility to drop few lines as observations and comments. Being

a citizen of a country, world renowned for natural scenic beauty and a visitor who spend few days in New

Hampshire on the bank of Tarleton lake during wedding of my son, I personally feel that the New Hampshire

Forest Service proposed plan of logging across the lake is not really acceptable so far maintaining the scenic

beauty of the lake area, the eco-system, combating with pollution of different shorts and a host of recreational

opportunities provided and yet to provide by the lake. On the top of all these, water source of the lake and the

nearby areas is largely dependent on the forest and anything planned so to say for deforestation of any form

definitely would be a curse for the nature, denizens and the environment of the area, in totality, eventually leading

towards depletion of attractiveness of the area in general and lake Tarleton in particular. 

Lake Tarleton presents the most beautiful view I had viewed in the White Mountain National Forest during my

visit and stay there. The wilderness character and the recreational opportunities offered by Tarleton are unique

and must be kept intact. In the context of hassle and stressful life each one of us is having, the peace and

tranquility with natural recreation is utmost necessity. In this respect, lake Tarleton can be always inspiring on the

one hand and supporting wholeheartedly the stakeholders who did and still doing their best in nurturing the

mother nature's beautiful creation (lake Tarleton), on the other. I still remember the moment I inked a poem

entitled "Heaven on Earth", when I was there I'm not a poet, though. 

I strongly stand not in favor of the proposed plan and firmly believe that the uniqueness of this masterpiece of

White Mountain Natural Forest should be duly honored, kept intact, and save naturally as gift for our future

generation. I personally feel confident that the project will consider the reality of the fact and act accordingly.     

      

 


